
JUNE 5, 2001

DOCUMEN TATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATOR  DETERMINATION

RCRA Corrective Action

Environmental Indicator (EI) RCRIS code (CA725)

Current Human Exposures Under Control

Facility Name:                    HOVENSA L.L.C.                                                    
Mailing Address: 1 Estate Hope, Christiansted, St. Croix, U.S. V.I.  00820-5652
Facility Location:                  Limetree Bay, St. Croix V.I.                                       
Facility EPA ID #:                       VID980536080                                                         

1. Has all* available rele vant/significant infor mation on  known and  reasonab ly suspected r eleases to so il,

groundw ater, surface wa ter/sedimen ts, and air, subje ct to RCR A Corre ctive Action ( e.g., from So lid Waste

Management Units (SWM U), Regulated Units (RU), and Areas of Concern (AOC)), been considered in

this EI determination?

___X__ If yes - check here and continue with #2 below.

_____ If no -  re-evaluate existing data, or 

_____ if data are not available skip to #6 and enter“IN” (more information needed) status code.

* Note:  The above determination does not include consideration of possible human
health impacts from: 

a) vapors sourced from solid or hazardous wastes contained inside (i.e., that
have not been released to soil, groundwater, or surface waters) the RCRA
permitted, operating RUs [one hazardous waste container storage unit, two
Landfarms, and three Surface Impoundments] at the facility; or 

b) vapors sourced from the processing units and numerous massive crude &
product storage tanks at the facility, which are not classified as SWMUs,
AOCs, or RUs; or 

c) the massive crude oil and product terminaling and ocean tanker
operations, which could adversely impact both indoor and out-door air
quality and also crude oil and product releases to the surface waters and/or
sediments of the Carribean Sea.  However, the terminaling and ocean tanker
operations are not classified as SWMUs, AOCs, or RUs.

Other than requirements given at 40 C.F.R. Part 264 “Subparts AA, BB, and CC”,
and the requirements of Module VIII [Organic Air Emission Standards] of the 1999
RCRA Permit, those releases are not subject to RCRA.  EPA is aware of no
information that the facility is not in compliance with the requirements given at 40
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C.F.R. Part 264 “Subparts AA, BB, and CC”, and the requirements of Module VIII
of the 1999 RCRA Permit.

BACKGROUND

Definition of Environmental Indicators (for the RCRA Corrective Action)

Environmental Indicators (EI) are measures being used by the RCRA Corrective Action program to go beyond

programmatic activity measures (e.g., reports received and approved, etc.) to track changes in the quality of the

environment.  The two EI developed to-date indicate the quality of the environment in relation to current human

exposure s to contam ination and th e migration o f contaminate d ground water.  An E I for non-hum an (ecolo gical)

receptors  is intended to  be develo ped in the futur e.   

Definition of “Current Human Exposures Under Control” EI

A positive “C urrent Hum an Expo sures Und er Contro l” EI determination  (“YE” status code) indicates that there are

no “unacc eptable” h uman exp osures to “co ntamination”  (i.e., contamina nts in concen trations in exce ss of appro priate

risk-based le vels) that can b e reasona bly expecte d under c urrent land- an d ground water-use co nditions (for a ll

“contamina tion” subje ct to RCR A correc tive action at or  from the iden tified facility (i.e., site-wide)).      

Relationship of EI to Final Remedies

While Final remedies remain the long-term objective of the RCRA Corrective Action program the EI are near-term

objectives which are currently being used as Program measures for the Government Performance and Results Act of

1993, GPRA).  The “Current Human Exposures Under Control” EI are for reasonably expected human exposures

under current land- and groundwater-use conditions ONLY, and do not consider potential future land- or

groundw ater-use con ditions or ec ological rec eptors.   T he RCR A Corre ctive Action p rogram’s o verall mission to

protect human health and the environment requires that Final remedies address these issues (i.e., potential future

human exp osure scen arios, future land  and groun dwater uses , and ecolo gical recep tors).     

Duration / Applicability of EI Determinations 

EI Dete rminations statu s codes sho uld remain in  RCRIS  national data base ON LY as lon g as they rema in true (i.e.,

RCRIS status codes must be changed when the regulatory authorities become aware of contrary information). 

Facility Information

HOVENSA L.L.C., (HOVENSA) formerly owned by Hess Oil Virgin Islands Corp. (HOVIC), operates a petroleum

refinery at Limetree Bay in the Virgin Islands (Figure 1).  The facility is situated on 1,500 acres on the

south central coast of St. Croix.  Operations began in 1965, and the current design capacity is

approximately 545,000 barrels of crude oil per day.  Over 60 different types of crude oil have been

processed, and by means of distillation crude oil is separated into components such as fuel gas,

naphtha, jet fuel, kerosene, and No. 2 oil.  The Caribbean Sea forms the southern border of the facility. 

HOVENSA operates a 60 foot deep harbor which can accommodate super tankers at two of nine berths. 

All transportation of crude and finished products is accomplished by means of tanker ships.

The EPA conducted a RCRA Facility Assessment (RFA) at the facility in 1988 which identified Solid Waste

Management Units (SWMU) and the areas of concern (AOC) (Figure 2).  Additional SWMUs were also
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identified at the facility since 1988.  A total of 29 SWMUs and 4 AOCs were identified, and groundwater

in areas associated with these SWMUs was evaluated to determine if contaminated groundwater is

under control.  The SWMUs and AOCs are summarized below along with important information

regarding corrective measures and current groundwater monitoring activities.

Summary of Solid Waste Management Units (SWMUs) and Areas of Concern (AOCs): All SWMUs
and AOCs are described below. A map of the SWMU locations is provided in Figure 1.  See Figure 2 for
the approximate areal extents of AOC #1 and #4, and Figures 4.1and 4.2 for the approximate areal extent
of AOC #2, the dissolved hazardous constituent plumes.  AOC #3 comprises 9 areas within the facility
where MTBE or other oxygenated ethers or oxygenated fuels have been or are currently being handled. 
The AOC #3 areas are shown on Figure 5B.

SWMU 1, Construction Landfill 1 (closed):  No further action required

per November 1, 1999 RCRA operating permit with exception of areas around wells CL1-2 and CL1-6,

which are addressed as part of SWMU 29 and the Corrective Measures Management Unit (CMMU)

#1 corrective measures study.

SWMU 2, Construction Landfill 2 (closed): Chromium has been detected

in shoreline wells at SWMU #2, in the southeast portion of the facility.   Commencing in 1997,

EPA required three years of semi-annual groundwater monitoring to determine if the

chromium levels decreased.  Recent results [March and September 1999] have still recorded

elevated concentrations [wells CL2-2 (160 µg/L), CL2-3 (194 µg/L), CL2-4 (174 µg/L), and CL2-5 (99.8

µg/L)] above the health based concentration level (HBCL) for chromium.  HOVENSA maintains

the detections are due to leaching from the stainless steel casings and screens in those

wells.  EPA has recently approved a program, as part of the CMS for SWMU #2, to replace those

stainless steel wells with PVC wells, and then monitor those new PVC wells for three years. 

However, groundwater is not utilized for any purposes downgradient of this SWMU, and

between 1997 and 2000, the chromium measured in the groundwater in SWMU #2 wells has been

detected at concentrations less than ten times its HBCL,  indicating any discharges to the

surface waters of the Caribbean Sea would be “insignificant”, as discussed under

question 5 below.  

SWMU 3, Asbestos Staging Area:  The 1988 RFA did not indicate suspected releases

and there have been no subsequent releases.  Therefore, no corrective action required.

SWMU 4, Construction Landfill 3 (closed):  Approximately 5200 cubic

yards of spent catalyst material were disposed of in this landfill as a  non-hazardous solid

waste [it was not listed when disposed of, and reportedly passed EP Toxicity testing at that

time].  Subsequently, effective February 1999, that material became classified as a newly listed

hazardous waste (K171 & K172); however, per EPA requirements, material that has been disposed

prior to being listed as a hazardous waste can remain in the ground.  If it is subsequently

excavated, however, it must be managed as a hazardous waste. In June 1999 the buried catalyst

material was sampled for all inorganic and organic constituents given in 40 CFR Part 268.40,

the Land Disposal Treatment Standards for K171 & K172.  Nickel and vanadium were found to

exceed their  40 CFR Part 268.40 regulatory limits (11 mg/l TCLP and 1.6 mg/L TCLP, respectively).  In
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October 1999 groundwater was sampled for all inorganic and organic constituents given in

40 CFR Part 268.40.   Antimony, nickel, and vanadium (but no organics) were detected in the

groundwater in wells immediately south of SWMU#4 at concentrations above their respective

HBCL. However, the concentrations were  less than ten times their respective HBCL, indicating

any discharges to the surface waters of the Caribbean Sea, located approximately 1500 feet to

the south, would be “insignificant”, as discussed under question 5 below.  The CMS for

SWMU #4 included an evaluation of  risk , and concluded that no unacceptable human health

or ecological risks are posed by the contaminated groundwater and/or leaving the buried

spent catalyst material in place.  The proposed CMI remedy includes an initial 5 years of semi-

annual groundwater monitoring of 7 downgradient wells for antimony, nickel, vanadium,

and in addition, arsenic and benzene, which although not detected above their HBCLs, are

also hazardous constituents for the spent catalyst listed wastes K171 & K172. In addition, the

proposed CMI includes ongoing institutional controls. Theses releases are located within

the “existing area of contaminated groundwater”.  Groundwater is not utilized for any

purposes downgradient of this SWMU.

SWMU 5, Landfarm I (closed):  Is a closed hazardous waste management unit

subject to 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart F and G groundwater monitoring (and corrective action if

necessary), and closure/post-closure requirements under the 1990 Post-Closure Permit.  Semi-

annual groundwater monitoring of 8 wells surrounding this unit have recorded

detections of hazardous constituents; however, through “outside source demonstrations”

reviewed and approved by EPA, pursuant to Part 264 procedures, those detections have been

ascribed to releases from other SWMUs or AOCs at the facility.  Those releases are being dealt

with under the facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit, and are located within the “existing area

of contaminated groundwater”.  Groundwater is not utilized for any purposes

downgradient of this SWMU.

SWMU 6, Landfarm II:  Consists of operating Landfarm II, a regulated hazardous

waste management unit for treatment/disposal of hazardous waste.  The unit is subject to 40

CFR Part 264 Subpart F groundwater monitoring and corrective action requirements under

Module X of facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit.  Semi-annual groundwater monitoring of 

wells surrounding this unit have recorded detections of hazardous constituents; however,

through “outside source demonstrations” reviewed and approved by EPA, pursuant to Part 264

procedures, those detections have been ascribed to releases from other SWMUs or AOCs at the

facility.  Those releases are being dealt with under the facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit,

and are located within the “existing area of contaminated groundwater”.  Groundwater is

not utilized for any purposes downgradient of this SWMU.

SWMU 7, Landfarm III:  Consists of operating Landfarm III, a regulated hazardous

waste management unit for treatment/disposal of hazardous waste.  The unit is subject to 40

CFR Part 264 Subpart F groundwater monitoring and corrective action requirements under

Module X of facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit.  Semi-annual groundwater monitoring of 

wells surrounding this unit have recorded detections of hazardous constituents; however,

through “outside source demonstrations” reviewed and approved by EPA, pursuant to Part 264

procedures, those detections have been ascribed to releases from other SWMUs or AOCs at the
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facility.  Those releases are being dealt with under the facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit,

and are located within the “existing area of contaminated groundwater”.  Groundwater is

not utilized for any purposes downgradient of this SWMU.

SWMU 8, Incinerator (closed):  Consists of the former Non-Hazardous

Incinerator, which has been removed.  The 1988 RFA did not indicate any suspected releases,

nor have subsequent releases been documented.  No corrective action is required.

SWMU 9, Wastewater Lagoon 1:  Consists of Surface Impoundment 1, a

wastewater treatment lagoon, which formerly operated as an interim status hazardous

waste management unit, but is no longer authorized to manage hazardous waste.  The unit is

subject to 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart F groundwater monitoring and corrective action

requirements under Module X of facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit.  Semi-annual

groundwater monitoring of  wells surrounding this unit have recorded detections of

hazardous constituents; however, through “outside source demonstrations” reviewed and

approved by EPA, pursuant to Part 264 procedures, those detections have been ascribed to

releases from other SWMUs or AOCs at the facility.  Those releases are being dealt with under

the facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit, and are located within the “existing area of

contaminated groundwater”.  Groundwater is not utilized for any purposes downgradient

of this SWMU.

 

SWMU 10, Wastewater Lagoon 2:  Consists of Surface Impoundment 2, a

wastewater treatment lagoon, which formerly operated as an interim status hazardous

waste management unit, but is no longer authorized to manage hazardous waste. The unit is

subject to 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart F groundwater monitoring and corrective action

requirements under Module X of facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit.  Semi-annual

groundwater monitoring of  wells surrounding this unit have recorded detections of

hazardous constituents; however, through “outside source demonstrations” reviewed and

approved by EPA, pursuant to Part 264 procedures, those detections have been ascribed to

releases from other SWMUs or AOCs at the facility.  Those releases are being dealt with under

the facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit, and are located within the “existing area of

contaminated groundwater”.  Groundwater is not utilized for any purposes downgradient

of this SWMU.

SWMU 11, Wastewater Lagoon 3:  Consists of Surface Impoundment 3, a

wastewater treatment lagoon, which formerly operated as an interim status hazardous

waste management unit, but is no longer authorized to manage hazardous waste.   The unit is

subject to 40 CFR Part 264 Subpart F groundwater monitoring and corrective action

requirements under Module X of facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit.  Semi-annual

groundwater monitoring of  wells surrounding this unit have recorded detections of

hazardous constituents; however, through “outside source demonstrations” reviewed and

approved by EPA, pursuant to Part 264 procedures, those detections have been ascribed to

releases from other SWMUs or AOCs at the facility.  Those releases are being dealt with under

the facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit, and are located within the “existing area of

contaminated groundwater”.   Groundwater is not utilized for any purposes downgradient
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of this SWMU.

SWMU 12, Slop Oil Tank:  Consists of Recoverable Oil Tanks which accumulate oil

recovered from the Facility's oil/water separators.  The recovered oil is then recycled back

to the facility's process streams.  The 1988 RFA did not indicate any suspected releases and no

RFI was required under the Facility operating permit.  There have been no subsequent releases,

and no corrective action is required.

SWMU 13, Process Sewers (Throughout Facility):  Consists of Oily-

Water Sewer Lines.  Releases, if they occur, are reported to EPA and addressed as described in

the Permit.  No RFI or other corrective action is required.

SWMU 14, Settling Basin:  Consists of the former Ballast Water Settling Basin,

which was  subsequently filled with construction debris and other solid waste material,

including spent sand-blasting material (which has a high lead content).  Elevated lead

concentrations were found in soils and a RFI and Corrective Measures Study (CMS) were

completed.  A Corrective Measures Investigation (CMI) was required and a CMI remedy was
approved, which included an initial  1 year of  semi-annual groundwater sampling for all RCRA
metals; followed by 2 years of semi-annual sampling for any constituents found above their
HBCLs ( i.e., lead and chromium). [Both were less than ten times their respective HBCL,

indicating any discharges to the surface waters of the Caribbean Sea would be

“insignificant”, as discussed under question 5 below.]  During those subsequent 2

years, i.e. 4 semi-annual sample events (March 1998 - September 1999), both lead and

chromium concentrations in the groundwater were below their respective HBCLs.

Groundwater is not utilized for any purposes downgradient of this SWMU. 

SWMU 15, Spent Catalyst Staging Area:  Consists of an area for temporary

storage of used catalyst material prior to recycling or disposal.  An RFI was completed, no

releases were detected, and no further corrective action is required.

SWMU 16, Bundle Wash Area & Flares 2 & 3 Knock-out Drums: 

Groundwater underlying SWMU #16 contained phased separated hydrocarbon and dissolved

benzene plumes.  An RFI and CMS were completed, and CMI remedy approved.  CMS activities have

included collection of potentiometric and fluid level data.  Recent data is contained in the

bi-monthly progress report for February-March 2000.

SWMU 17, Salvage Yard:  The salvage yard is used to accumulate miscellaneous metal

equipment.  The 1988 RFA did not indicate any suspected releases, nor have subsequent release

been detected.  Therefore, no corrective action is required.

SWMU 18, East Stormdrain Canal:  Consists of the East Stormwater Drainage

Canal. As per the Permit, no RFI or other corrective action is required for this SWMU.  The basis

for this determination is that the original sources of any releases from the drainage canal

are:
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(i) releases from other units which already have been identified as SWMUs, or if not,

will be  pursuant to requirements of the facility’s 1999 RCRA Operating Permit.  

(ii) non-point source releases (i.e., releases other than those through permitted

outfalls under the Clean Water Act) from drainage canals will be dealt with under

AOCs #1 and #2, as discussed below; or

(iii) releases from specific locales in drainage canals which have been, or will be,

confirmed as definite release sites and will be designated as separate SWMUs.

SWMU 19, West Stormdrain Canal:  Consists of West Stormwater Drainage

Canal. As per the Permit, no RFI or other corrective action is required for this SWMU.  The basis

for this determination is discussed under SWMU #18 above.

SWMU 20, Main Stormdrain Canal:  Consists of Main Stormwater Drainage

Canal. As per the Permit, no RFI or other corrective action is required for this SWMU.  The basis

for this determination is discussed under SWMU #18 above.

SWMU 21, Flare 3 Lowpoint Drains & Structures:  This SWMU drains

condensed liquids from the base of the Flare No. 3 stack into a curbed concrete pad from

which historic releases to soils and groundwater have been documented.  An RFI and CMS

were completed.  A CMI remedy was also approved, and is being implemented.  The remedy being

implemented is vacuum enhanced recovery (VER).

SWMU 22, Oily Water Sewers Piping between Lagoon 3 and

Landfarm 2:  This SWMU consists of that portion of the oily water sewer (OWS) lines

between Surface impoundment 3 and Landfarm 2 where confirmed releases from the process

sewers have occurred.  A final RFI report was approved by EPA in 1997.  Further assessment is not

required for this SWMU, subject to no further releases from the OWS line, or expansion of the

PSH plume.  Either would trigger resumed investigation.  Under interim corrective measures,

wells are pumped to contain contaminants. In addition, SWMU 22 VER pilot tests have

commenced, and recovery operations will continue until PSH levels decrease significantly in

area wells. 

SWMU 23, Lagoon 1; Area Underground Oily Water Sewer

Piping:  SWMU 23 consists of a portion of the OWS lines located on the south side of

Surface Impoundment 1, and is a location of confirmed past releases.  An RFI was completed,

and the CMS is currently in progress which includes soil and groundwater sampling.  In

addition, enhanced fluid recovery (EFR) pumping and use of oxygen release compounds (ORC)

at locations CL23-1 and CL23-2 have reduced dissolved volatile constituents in groundwater. 

No further action at these wells is proposed by HOVENSA under the CMS for SWMU 23. Ongoing

EFR using a vacuum truck at well LW-5A is in progress, and will be evaluated after the 6-month

trial.  A decreasing trend in concentration was documented at LW-5A during the September

1999 and February 2000 sampling events.
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SWMU 24, Lagoon 1 Northern Drainage Ditch:  Consists of the Above

Ground Drainage Ditch adjacent to the north side of Surface Impoundment 1, and is a

location where several confirmed releases occurred.  Implementation of the CMS is currently

in progress.  Ongoing interim corrective measures include vacuum truck pumping of wells

CL24-3 and CL24-4 to remove PSH.  Wells 650 and 271 are also vacuum pumped. A VER pilot test will be

completed for SWMU 24. 

SWMU 25, Construction Debris Burial Area:  Consists of the

Construction Debris Burial Area located near Flare No. 1, and is an area where construction

debris and other solid waste has been buried in the past.  An RFI has been completed and

approved by EPA.  A CMS and, if required, a CMI would be implemented for SWMU 25. 

Implementation of the CMS for SWMU 25 is in progress.  HOVENSA continues to vacuum pump well

CL25-4 with a vacuum truck as part of the interim corrective measures for this unit, and pumps

well WD-2 via a submersible pump.  Pumping will continue until product thicknesses decrease

to residual levels, or the VER pilot test is initiated.

SWMU 26, Fire Training Grounds Area:  Consists of the Fire Fighting

Training Area and associated structures.  An RFI has been completed and approved by EPA.  A CMS

and, if required, a CMI would be implemented for SWMU 26.  Implementation of the CMS for SWMU

26 is in progress.  HOVENSA continues to vacuum pump well CL25-4 with a vacuum truck as part of

the interim corrective measures for this unit, and pumps well WD-2 via a submersible pump. 

Pumping will continue until product thicknesses decrease to residual levels, or the VER pilot

test is initiated.

SWMU 27, Lagoon No. 1 Dredge Spoil Area:  Consists of an off-site area

where non-hazardous wastewater treatment sludges from Surface Impoundment 1 were

formerly disposed. An RFI was conducted.  A total of 25 soil borings and 9 shallow wells were
installed.  Elevated total petroleum hydrocarbon (TPH) concentrations were detected in surface
and shallow subsurface soils.    Groundwater, which is very shallow at this SWMU was analyzed
for the “Skinner List” of constituents, broad list of organic and inorganic constituents associated
with petroleum refining activities.  No constituents were measured in the groundwater at
concentrations exceeding their respective HBCLs.  Nevertheless, EPA did not fully approve the
CMS’ conclusion that natural attenuation is an effective remedy for constituents at SWMU 27. 
The final remedy has not yet been determined.  However, as an Interim Corrective Measure, EPA

required five years of annual soil sampling at several locations to confirm the effectiveness

of  natural attenuation.  Three sampling events have been conducted since January 1998, and

the results appear to indicate a decrease in soil TPH concentrations, but not at all sample

locations.   

SWMU 28, Area C:  Consists of an area outside the southwestern corner of the Facility

in the Krause Lagoon potentially impacted by overland flow and/or non-permitted

discharges from the West Side Drainage Canal.  An RFI was completed and approved, and no

further corrective action is required.

SWMU 29, Abandoned Underground Culverts:  Consists of Abandoned
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Underground Culverts leading to former Outfall No. 5, and is an on-site area where releases

of PSH have been observed.  An RFI and CMS were completed.  A CMI workplan was approved in

November 1999.  HOVENSA is currently performing interim corrective measures at the SWMU 29

area consisting of PSH and groundwater recovery. Measures include vacuuming gauging

points PB-N and PB-S to remove fluids from the plugged and abandoned underground

culverts and EFR of well CL-6.  The frequency of vacuuming and EFR was recently changed from

weekly to monthly.  The CMI remedy for this SWMU is being implemented, and fluid recovery is

ongoing at well 560.

The AOCs are listed below:

AOC #1.  AOC #1 consists of the PSH plume(s) floating on the groundwater underlying the
facility, that cannot be clearly linked to releases from a specific, individual SWMU. AOC #1 also
includes all areas impacted, or potentially impacted, by the PSH plumes.  No RFI is required,
contingent on fully delineating all PSH plumes as part of the Hydrocarbon Recovery Project
(HRP) already in progress.  In addition, an Interim Corrective Measures Study (ICMS) is being
implemented that consists of a recurring program of tightness testing, repair, and/or upgrading of
the facility’s process sewers and underground hydrocarbon pipelines, as needed.  It also includes
a recurring program of visual and static head testing for the facility’s atmospheric storage tanks. 
Lastly, the facility is implementing the HRP, and progress reports are submitted on a semi-annual
basis.

AOC #2.  AOC #2 consists of any dissolved phase hydrocarbon ( DPHC) plumes within the
groundwater underlying the facility that may pose threats to human health and/or the
environment, that cannot be clearly linked to releases from a specific, individual SWMU.  AOC
#2 also includes all groundwater and/or areas impacted, or potentially impacted, by dissolution of
hazardous constituents from the PSH plume(s) into a dissolved phase within the groundwater. 
No RFI is required contingent on continued sampling of specific monitoring wells, analysis of
sampling results, and delineation of plumes that may pose threats to human health and/or the
environment. ICMs are also being implemented as a condition of the final permit.  Lastly, a CMS
is required for AOC #2 to delineate, on a site-wide basis, all DPHC plumes in the groundwater to
determine what corrective measures are required to adequately protect human health and/or the
environment, and to select the corrective measures to be implemented as the CMI to achieve the
final remedy for the DPHC plumes in the groundwater.  The CMS includes implementation of a
site-wide groundwater flow, PSH flow, and DPHC transport model.

AOC #3.  AOC #3 consists of a plume of dissolved methyl tertbutyl ether (MTBE) in the
groundwater on the south side of Tankfield 6.  No RFI is required.  Corrective measures for this
AOC consist of additional quarterly monitoring of groundwater, semi-annual hydrostatic pressure
testing of specific underground lines, and tank testing every 2 years.  The final remedy for AOC
#3 also includes remediation of MTBE-contaminated areas to approved clean-up levels. 

AOC #4.   The PSH and dissolved constituents on the St. Croix Alumina property (“the alumina

facility”) correspond to AOC #4 of the 1999 RCRA Permit, are excluded from this CA725 analysis as

they are being addressed under a RCRA 7003 Administrative Order involving seven current and

former owners and operators of both the alumina facility and the HOVENSA oil refinery.  

However, no human exposures to the PSH and dissolved constituents on the St. Croix Alumina
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property are occuring, as discussed in the April 26, 2001 “EPA Responses to Public Comments
RCRA 7003 Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) St. Croix Alumina [et. al.].”  

Current Human Exposures Under Control

Environmental Indicator (EI) RCRIS code (CA725)

2. Are groundwater, soil, surface water, sediments, or air media  known or reasonably suspected to be

“contaminated”1 above appropriately protective risk-based “levels” (applicable promulgated standards, as

well as other appropriate standards, guidelines, guidance, or criteria) from releases subject to RCRA

Corrective Action (from SWMU s, RUs or AOCs)?

Yes No  ?  Rationale / K ey Contam inants

Groundwater  _X__ ___        ___ Free phase hydrocarbons [“oil”] as LNAPL, and

dissolved volatile and semi-volatile petroleum

constitue nts, and c ertain ox ygena ted ether s (e.g.,

MTB E); and/or dissolved inorganic constituents

(metals , e.g. Chromium, Vanadium, Nickel, and

Antimony).

Air (indoors) 2 ___ _X__ ___ Risk Assessment Evaluation (August 1998)

indicated no unacceptable in-door v apor impacts

[from contamination subject to RCRA clean-up

authorities] at  on-site residential housing (Estate

Figtree), which is taken as the worst-case scenario.

Surface So il  (e.g., <2 ft) __X_ ___ ___    Residual free phase hydrocarbons [“oil”] as

interstitial N APL , and/or v olatile and  semi-vola tile

petroleu m constitu ents and /or inorg anic

constituents (meta ls).

Surface Water ______ ____ X___ Hydraulic Con trol now maintained aro und facility

perimeter to prevent discharge of contaminated

groundw aters to the surfa ce water.  P ast

discharges of contaminated groundwaters and/or

overland flow of either contaminated stormwater

run-off , or liquid p etroleum  spills, likely occu rred. 

However, surface water sampling has not been

implemented to determine whether such

discharges have impacted the surface waters

and/or sedime nts of the Car ribean Sea.  In

addition the facility is an active major oil refinery

and has massive crude oil and product terminaling

and oc ean tan ker oper ations w hich cou ld

adversely impact the surface waters and/or

sediments of the Carribean Sea, but are not

caused by RCRA w astes or contamination subject

to RCRA.

Sediment ___ ___ _X__       Same ra tionale/ba sis as for sur face w aters. 
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Subsurfe. Soil  (e.g., >2 ft) _X__ ___ ___     Free phase hydrocarbons [“oil”] as interstitial

NAPL, and/or volatile and semi-volatile petroleum

constituents, and  inorganic co nstituents (metals,

e.g. Lead, Vanadium, Nickel, and Antimony).      

Air (outdoors) ___ _X__ ____ Risk Assessment Evaluation (August 1998)

indicated no unacceptable outdo or vapor impacts

[from contamination subject to RCRA clean-up

authorities] at  on-site residential housing, which

is taken as t he wo rst-case sc enario. 

_____ If no (for all media) - skip to #6, and enter “YE,” status code after providing or citing

appropriate “levels,” and referencing sufficient supporting documentation demonstrating

that these “levels” are not exceeded.

_X____ If yes (for any media) - continue after identifying key contaminants in each

“contaminated” medium, citing appropriate “levels” (or provide an explanation for the

determination that the medium could pose an unacceptable risk), and referencing

supporting documentation.

_____ If unknown (for any media) - skip to #6 and enter “IN” status code.

Rationale and Referen ce(s):

 For Rationale, see above.

References

1. August 1998 “Focused Risk Assessment for Estate Figtree Area of Interest”.  Submitted as part of the

August 19 98 “Status R eport H ydrocarb on Reco very Proj ect, 1st Semi-Annual Report, 1998”  

2. Februa ry 2001 “S tatus Repo rt Hydroc arbon R ecovery P roject, 2 nd Semi-Annual Report, 2000” 

3. Nove mber 30 , 2000 “S ite-Wide  Dissolved -Phase T ransport M odel Dr aft Report”

4. Marc h 21, 200 0 “Site-W ide PSH  Mod el Develo pment, Fina l Report”

5. April 16, 2001 [Draft] “Determination of Risk-Based Screening Level (RBSL) Values for AOC #1"

6. March 30, 2001 “Interim Corrective Measures (ICM ) and Corrective Measures Study (CMS) Status

Report AOC #3  (MTBE  Impacted Areas)"

7. September 18, 2000 “Final Corrective Measures Study (CMS) Report” for SWMU #4, as revised by

Novem ber 21, 2 000 rev ised pages  [Attachme nt 2 of HO VEN SA’s No vember 2 7, 2000  letter].   

8. November 1, 1999, M odule III (Corrective Action Requirements for Solid Waste Management Units and

Areas of C oncern) o f the Final RC RA Op erating Per mit

9.  May 11, 2000 “Corrective Measures Study Comprehensive Work Plan for AOC #1 (Phase Separated

Hydrocarbon) and AOC #2 (Dissolved Phase Hydrocarbon)”.
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10. August 15, 2000 “Comprehensive Investigation and Corrective Measures Study Work Plan for AOC #3

(MTB E Impacted Areas).

 

11. August 11, 2000 “Final Corrective Measures Implementation (CMI) Report for SWMU #14.

12.  April 30, 2001 “Bimonthly Progress Report RCR A Facility Investigations and Corrective Measures

Study Status R eport”. 

13. April 26, 2001 “EPA R esponses to Public Comments RCRA 7 003 Administrative Order on Consent

(AOC ) St. Croix A lumina [et. al.] .”  

14.  September 2 6, 2000 “D OCUM ENTATION OF ENVIRO NME NTAL INDICATOR DETERMINATION , RCRA

Corrective Action Environmental Indicator (EI) RCRIS code (CA750) Migration of Contaminated

Ground water Und er Contro l.”

Footnotes:

1 “Contamination” and “contaminated” describes media containing contaminants (in any form, NAPL

and/or diss olved, vap ors, or solids , that are subje ct to RCR A) in conc entrations in ex cess of app ropriately

protective r isk-based “lev els” (for the me dia, that identify risks w ithin the accep table risk rang e).  

2 Recent evidence (from the Colorado Dept. of Public Health and Environment, and others) suggest that
unaccep table indoo r air concen trations are m ore com mon in structu res above  groundw ater with volatile

contamina nts than previo usly believed .  This is a rapid ly develop ing field and re viewers are e ncourage d to

look to the latest guidance for the appropriate methods and scale of demonstration necessary to be

reasonab ly certain that indo or air (in structure s located ab ove (and  adjacent to ) groundw ater with volatile

contamina nts) does no t present unac ceptable r isks.  

Current Human Exposures Under Control

Environmental Indicator (EI) RCRIS code (CA725)

3. Are there complete pathways between “contamination” and human receptors such that exposures can be

reasonably expected under the current (land- and groundwater-use) conditions?  

Summar y Exposu re Pathwa y Evaluation  Table

Potential Human Receptors  (Under Curren t Conditions)

                  

“Con taminat ed” M edia   Residents  Workers  Day-Care  Construction  Trespassers  Recreation  Food3

Groundwater     No___      No**__      NA             No**__        No*_ No* No***   

Air (indoors)     Yes***    Yes***      NA ___ Yes***        No* No* No 

Soil  (surface, e .g., <2 ft)     No*___    No**         NA ___  No**           No* No* No

Surface Water     NC___      NC           NC___ NC        NC        NC  NC

Sediment     NC___      NC           NC___ NC        NC        NC  NC    

Soil (subsurface e.g., >2 ft)   No*        No**        NA No** ___   No* No * No ___

Air (outdoors)     Yes ***      Yes ***    NA            Yes ***        No*              No*        No  

* Incomplete exposure pathway as a result of secure physical controls (fence and monitored

access) preventing site access.

** Incomplete exposu re pathway as a result of HO VENS A implemented institutional contro ls.
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***  Refer to Au gust 1998  “Focused  Risk Assessm ent for Estate F igtree Area o f Interest”

NA = not applicable [no day care centers known to exist inside the facility or outside the

facility bounda ries but adja cent to con taminated a reas.]

NC = N o known c ontaminatio n of these me dia from R CRA w astes or con tamination sub ject to

RCRA clea n-up authorities.

Instructions for Summar y Exposu re Pathwa y Evaluation  Table : 

1.  Strike-out specific Media including Human Receptors’ spaces for Media which are not

“contamina ted”) as ide ntified in #2 ab ove.  

 2.  enter “yes” or “no” for potential “completeness” under each “Contaminated” Media -- Human

Recepto r combina tion (Pathw ay).  

3. Indirect Pathway/Receptor (e.g., vegetables, fruits, crops, meat and dairy products, fish,

shellfish, etc.)

Note: In order to focus the evaluation to the most probable combinations some potential “Contaminated”

Media - Hum an Receptor co mbinations (Pathways) do  not have check spac es (“___”).  W hile these

combinations may not be probable in most situations they may be possible in some settings and should be

added  as necessary. 

_____ If no (pathways are not complete for any contaminated media-receptor combination) -

skip to #6, and enter ”Y E” status code, after explaining and /or referencing condition(s)

in-place, whether natural or man-made, preventing a complete exposure pathway from

each con taminated m edium (e.g., u se optiona l Pathway Evaluation Work Sheet to analyze

major pa thways). 

_X____ If yes (pathways are complete for any “Contaminated” Media - Human Receptor

combination) - continue after providing supporting explanation.

_____ If unknown (for any “Contaminated” Media - Human Receptor combination) - skip to #6

and enter “IN” status code

Rationale and Reference(s):

Rationale: Groundwater is not currently utilized for potable or non-potable usages at, or
down-gradient of, the facility.  Nor is it considered potentially usable for potable or non-
potable usages at, or down-gradient of, the facility, due to natural water quality conditions
(high salinity and high dissolved solids).  Refer to April 16, 2001 [Draft] “Determination
of Risk-Based Screening Level (RBSL) Values for AOC #1,  August 1998 “Focused Risk
Assessment for Estate Figtree Area of Interest”, and April 26, 2001 “EPA Responses to
Public Comments RCRA 7003 Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) St. Croix
Alumina [et. al.].”  For contaminated surface and/or subsurface soils at the facility, secure
physical controls (fence and monitored access) preventing site access, and/or HOVENSA
implemented institutional controls, preclude complete exposure pathway for human
health impacts from those contaminated  surface and/or subsurface soils.   Also
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HOVENSA implemented institutional controls preclude complete exposure pathway for
human health impacts to workers [including construction] from contaminated
groundwater.  Refer to  November 1, 1999, Module III (Corrective Action Requirements
for Solid Waste Management Units and Areas of Concern) of the Final RCRA Operating
Permit.  

References

1. August 1998 “Focused Risk Assessment for Estate Figtree Area of Interest”.  Submitted as part of the

August 1998 “Status Report Hydrocarbon Recovery Project, First Semi-Annual Report, 1998”  

2. Februa ry 2001 “S tatus Repo rt Hydroc arbon R ecovery P roject, 2 nd Semi-Annual Report, 2000” 

3. Nove mber 30 , 2000 “S ite-Wide  Dissolved -Phase T ransport M odel Dr aft Report”

4. Marc h 21, 200 0 “Site-W ide PSH  Mod el Develo pment, Fina l Report”

5. April 16, 2001[Draft] “Determination of Risk-Based Screening Level (RBSL) Values for AOC #1"

6. March 30, 2001 “Interim Corrective Measures (ICM ) and Corrective Measures Study (CMS) Status

Report AOC #3  (MTBE  Impacted Areas)"

7. September 18, 2000 “Final Corrective Measures Study (CMS) Report” for SWMU #4, as revised by

Novem ber 21, 2 000 rev ised pages  [Attachme nt 2 of HO VEN SA’s No vember 2 7, 2000  letter].   

8. November 1, 1999, M odule III (Corrective Action Requirements for Solid Waste Management Units and

Areas of C oncern) o f the Final RC RA Op erating Per mit

9.  May 11, 2000 “Corrective Measures Study Comprehensive Work Plan for AOC #1 (Phase Separated

Hydrocarbon) and AOC #2 (Dissolved Phase Hydrocarbon)”.

10. August 15, 2000 “Comprehensive Investigation and Corrective Measures Study Work Plan for AOC #3

(MTB E Impacted Areas).

 

11.  August 11, 2000 “Final Corrective Measures Implementation (CMI) Report for SWMU #14.

12.  April 30, 2001 “Bimonthly Progress Report RCR A Facility Investigations and Corrective Measures

Study Status R eport”. 

13. April 26, 2001 “EPA R esponses to Public Comments RCRA 7 003 Administrative Order on Consent

(AOC ) St. Croix A lumina [et. al.] .”  

14.  September 2 6, 2000 “D OCUM ENTATION OF ENVIRO NME NTAL INDICATOR DETERMINATION , RCRA

Corrective Action Environmental Indicator (EI) RCRIS code (CA750) Migration of Contaminated

Ground water Und er Contro l.”

Current Human Exposures Under Control

Environmental Indicator (EI) RCRIS code (CA725)
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4 Can the exposures from any of the complete pathways identified in #3 be reasonably expected to be

“significant”4 (i.e., potentially “unacceptable” because exposures can be reasonably expected to be: 1)

greater in ma gnitude (intens ity, frequency an d/or dura tion) than assum ed in the der ivation of the ac ceptable

“levels” (used to identify the “contamination”); or 2) the combination of exposure magnitude (perhaps even

though low) and contaminant concentrations (which may be substantially above the acceptable “levels”)

could result in greater than acceptable risks)?  

_____ If no (expo sures can no t be reason ably expec ted to be sign ificant (i.e., potentia lly

“unacceptable”) for any complete exposure pathway) - skip to #6 and enter “YE” status

code after explaining and/or referencing documentation justifying why the exposures

(from each of the complete pathways) to “contamination” (identified in #3) are not

expected to be “significant.”  

__X___ If yes (exposu res could b e reasona bly expecte d to be “significa nt” (i.e., potentially

“unacceptable”) for any complete exposure pathway) - continue after providing a

description (of each potentially “unacceptable” exposure pathway) and explaining and/or

referencing documentation justifying why the exposures (from each of the remaining

complete pathways) to “contamination” (identified in #3) are not expected to be

“significant.” 

_____ If unknown (for any complete pathway) - skip to #6 and enter “IN” status code

______________________________

4  If there is any que stion on whe ther the identified  exposure s are “significant” (i.e ., potentially
“unacceptable”) consult a human health Risk Assessment specialist with appropriate education, training and

experienc e. 

Current Human Exposures Under Control

Environmental Indicator (EI) RCRIS code (CA725)

5 Can the “significant” exposures (identified in #4) be shown to be within accepta ble limits?  

__X___ If yes (all “significant” exposures have been shown to be within acceptable limits) -

continue and enter “YE” after summarizing and referencing documentation justifying why

all “significant” exposures to “contamination” are within acceptable limits (e.g., a site-

specific Hu man He alth Risk Asse ssment). 

_____ If no (there are current exposures that can be reasonably expected to be “unacceptable”)-

continue an d enter “N O” status co de after pro viding a des cription of ea ch potentially 

“unaccep table” exp osure.  

_____ If unknown (for any potentially “unacceptable” exposure) - continue and enter “IN” status

code

Rationale and Reference(s): In-door and outdoor air [vapor] risks were evaluated
for on-site residential housing at Estate Figtree, which overlies a portion of the
underground phase separated hydrocarbon plume, and worker exposure as a result
of excavation of septic drain fields [present at Estate Figtree] which were
identified as the most likely pathway of exposure to volatile constituents from the
underground phase separated hydrocarbon plume.  Under this residential scenario,
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for both an in-door and outdoor exposure, and the worker excavation scenario, the
calculated air [vapor] exposure point concentrations for the volatile constituents
associated with the underground phase separated hydrocarbon plume were found
to be below unacceptable screening levels.  The evaluated exposure scenarios are
considered the worst case scenarios for possible vapor impacts from
contamination at HOVENSA that is subject to RCRA.  [Refer to August 1998
“Focused Risk Assessment for Estate Figtree Area of Interest”.  Submitted as part
of the August 1998 “Status Report Hydrocarbon Recovery Project, First Semi-
Annual Report, 1998”. ]

Current Human Exposures Under Control

Environmental Indicator (EI) RCRIS code (CA725)

6. Check the appropriate RCRIS status codes for the Current Human Exposures Under Control EI event code

(CA725), and obtain Supervisor (or appropriate Manager) signature and date on the EI determination below

(and attach  approp riate suppo rting docum entation as we ll as a map o f the facility): 

__X__ YE  -  Yes, “Current Human Exposures Und er Control” has been verified.  Based on a

review of the information contained in this EI Determination, “Current Human

Exposures” are expected to be “Under Control” at the __HOVENSA ___ facility, EPA ID

#_VID980536080_, located at Limetree Ba y, St. Croix, V.I._ under current and

reasonably expected conditions. This determination will be  re-evaluated when the

Agency/Sta te becom es aware o f significant change s at the facility.

____ NO  -  “Current Human Exposures” are NOT “Under Control.”  

____ IN  -   More information is  needed to make a determination.

References

1. August 1998 “Focused Risk Assessment for Estate Figtree Area of Interest”.  Submitted as part of the

August 19 98 “Status R eport H ydrocarb on Reco very Proj ect, 1st Semi-Annual Report, 1998”  

2. Februa ry 2001 “S tatus Repo rt Hydroc arbon R ecovery P roject, 2 nd Semi-Annual Report, 2000” 

3. Nove mber 30 , 2000 “S ite-Wide  Dissolved -Phase T ransport M odel Dr aft Report”

4. Marc h 21, 200 0 “Site-W ide PSH  Mod el Develo pment, Fina l Report”

5. April 16, 2001 [Draft] “Determination of Risk-Based Screening Level (RBSL) Values for AOC #1"

6. March 30, 2001 “Interim Corrective Measures (ICM ) and Corrective Measures Study (CMS) Status

Report AOC #3  (MTBE  Impacted Areas)"

7. September 18, 2000 “Final Corrective Measures Study (CMS) Report” for SWMU #4, as revised by

Novem ber 21, 2 000 rev ised pages  [Attachme nt 2 of HO VEN SA’s No vember 2 7, 2000  letter].   

8. November 1, 1999, M odule III (Corrective Action Requirements for Solid Waste Management Units and

Areas of C oncern) o f the Final RC RA Op erating Per mit
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9.  May 11, 2000 “Corrective Measures Study Comprehensive Work Plan for AOC #1 (Phase Separated

Hydrocarbon) and AOC #2 (Dissolved Phase Hydrocarbon)”.

10. August 15, 2000 “Comprehensive Investigation and Corrective Measures Study Work Plan for AOC #3

(MTB E Impacted Areas).

 

11.   August 11, 2000 “Final Corrective Measures Implementation (CMI) Report for SWMU #14.

12.  April 30, 2001 “Bimonthly Progress Report RCR A Facility Investigations and Corrective Measures

Study Status R eport”. 

13. April 26, 2001 “EPA R esponses to Public Comments RCRA 7 003 Administrative Order on Consent

(AOC ) St. Croix A lumina [et. al.].”  

14.  September 2 6, 2000 “D OCUM ENTATION OF ENVIRO NME NTAL INDICATOR DETERMINATION , RCRA

Corrective Action Environmental Indicator (EI) RCRIS code (CA750) Migration of Contaminated

Ground water Und er Contro l.”

Completed by (signature)   Original signed by_                   Date ___06/05/01__
(print)   Timothy Gordon                                   
(title)     Project Manager                                   

Supervisor (signature)   Original signed by                         Date ___06/05/01___
(print)           R. Basso                                        
(title)             Chief, RPB                                   
(EPA Region or State)    II                                 

Locations where References may be found:

US EPA Region 2
RCRA File Room
290 Broadway, 15th floor
New York, NY

Contact telephone and e-mail numbers

(name) Timothy R. Gordon
(phone #) 212- 637- 4167
(e-mail) gordon.timothy@epa.gov
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FINAL NOTE:   THE HUMAN EXPOSURES EI IS A QUALITATIVE SCREENING OF EXPOSURES AND

THE DETERMINATIONS WITHIN THIS DOCUMENT SHOULD NOT BE USED AS THE SOLE BASIS FOR

RESTRICTING THE SCOPE OF MORE DETAILED (E.G., SITE-SPECIFIC) ASSESSMENTS OF RISK .  

Attached Figures:

1. Figure 1 - Generalized SWMU location map.

2. Figure 2 - Generalized Phase Separated Hydrocarbon Isopach (thickness) map showing    
 AOCs #1 and #4.

3. Figure 4.1 - Site-Wide Ground Water Model Dissolved Transport Model Predicted
Dissolved Benzene distribution, showing AOC #2.

4. Figure 4.2 - Site-Wide Ground Water Model Dissolved Transport Model Predicted
Dissolved composite Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and  Xylene [“TEX”] distribution, showing
AOC #2.

5. Figure 5B - Map showing nine MTBE and other oxygenated ether handling or storage
areas that comprise AOC #3. 

Attachments truncated, see facility file (MSS, 03/06/02)


